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Abstrat

The world of mathematial domains is strutured hierarhially. There are elemen-

tary domains and there are well-known tehniques how to build up new domains

from existing ones. Whih of the domains to view as the atual basis of the hier-

arhy is the freedom of the mathematiian who wants to work with these domains

and it depends of ourse on the intention of their use. The strength of the onept

lies, however, in the fat that a new domain is onstruted from given domains by

well-de�ned rules, whih do not depend on the atually given domains but only rely

on ertain properties that hold in the given domains, and the onstrution rules

guarantee ertain properties for the new domain then.

In the Theorema system, B. Buhberger introdued the onept of funtors to

represent these domain onstrution rules. A funtor an atually be viewed as

a funtion that produes a new domain from given domains by desribing , whih

objets and operations are available in the new domain, and by de�ning , how new

objets an be onstruted from known objets and how operations on the new

objets an be arried out using known operations in the underlying domains. Fol-

lowing the general philosophy of the Theorema system, funtors play a role both in

proving and in omputing . The domain desription ontained in the funtor holds

strutural information, whih an be used by a prover for the new domain in order

to �nd an appropriate struture of proofs for formulae ontaining objets of the

new domain. The domain de�nitions, on the other hand, ontain rules, whih an

be used by an evaluator for exeuting omputations involving objets of the new

domain.

In the sequel, we will demonstrate the failities that are provided in Theorema

to de�ne funtors, to build up a hierarhy of domains using funtors, and to do

omputations in the onstruted domains.
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1 Introdution

In mathematis there is a rih repertoire of known priniples how new math-

ematial domains an be onstruted from existing domains. Applying this

tehnique, one an build up hierarhies of domains starting with some elemen-

tary domains in the same spirit like building up theories starting from some

axioms. It depends on the intended use of the domains and, of ourse, also on

the personal taste, whih domains are hosen to be the elementary domains to

form the fundament of the hierarhy. For instane, one an represent \natural

numbers" with \zero and the suessor funtion", i.e. as \all objets of the

form 0, 0

0

, 0

00

, 0

000

, et." and then give an indutive de�nition of addition and

multipliation based on this representation, all this \the elementary domain

of natural numbers", and build up all of mathematis from this starting point.

Alternatively, if the basi onstrution of natural numbers is not in the fous

of interest, one an represent \natural numbers" as \built into Mathematia",

i.e. as \the objets 0, 1, 2, 3, et." and de�ne addition and multipliation to

be the built-in Mathematia funtions \+" (\Plus") and \*" (\Times"), all

now this \the elementary domain of natural numbers", and start from this

higher level.

Whatever one wants to hoose as the point to start from, we want to on-

entrate on the method, how a new domain an be onstruted from some

given domain(s). Well known suh onstrutions in mathematis are for in-

stane the artesian produt of two or more domains, the polynomial ring over

some domain of oeÆients, or the fator struture w.r.t. some ongruene

relation. The ommon priniple of these onstrutions is that new objets

are onstruted from existing objets { the elements in the artesian produt

are tuples of elements of the involved domains { and that new operations in

the new domain are de�ned in terms of existing operations on the ompo-

nents of the new objets { the sum of two tuples an be de�ned to be the

tuple ontaining the sums of orresponding omponents of the summands. In

[Buhberger 96℄ and [Buhberger 97℄ the onept of funtors was introdued in

this ontext as the ommon framework to represent abstrat domains through

the onstrution rules for new objets together with the de�nition of operations

on these new objets. Conrete domains are either basi domains (pre-de�ned

Theorema domains like natural numbers or tuples) or they an be produed

by appliation of a funtor to an already existing onrete domain.
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In Theorema, a (very easy) funtor has the form

Funtor[C; any[a; b; a1; a2; b1; b2℄;

S= h+ : C � C ! Ci

2

C

[ha; bi℄, 2

A

[a℄ ^ 2

B

[b℄ \[D 2℄"

ha1; b1i+

C

ha2; b2i = ha1+

A

a2; b1+

B

b2i \[D+℄"

℄

A funtor de�ned in that way represents an abstrat domain C with the fol-

lowing properties: for any a; b; a1; a2; b1; and b2

[DS℄ the signature of the domain ontains a binary funtion on C denoted

\+",

[D2℄ a pair ha; bi is element of C if and only if a is an element of A and b is

an element of B,

[D+℄ the sum of ha1; b1i and ha2; b2i is the tuple ha1+

A

a2; b1+

B

b2i, where +

A

and +

B

represent addition in A and B, respetively.

The signature of the domain C, whih is reeted in property [DS℄, an be

viewed as an abstrat domain desription of C, whih does not refer to the

atual implementation of C . On the other hand, the properties [D2℄ and

[D+℄ reet the domain de�nitions, whih are given by the implementation of

the operations in C referring to ertain operations in the underlying domains

A and B . Funtors our typially in de�nitions like

De�nition[\CartesianProdut"; any[A;B℄;

CartesianProdut[A;B℄ = Funtor[C; any[a; b; a1; a2; b1; b2℄; : : :℄℄

whih de�nes \the artesian-produt-funtor". The de�nition as it is de�nes,

for any (domains) A and B, CartesianProdut[A;B℄ to be a domain C sati-

fying the properties listed above. We an onstrut a variety of new domains

by appliation of a funtor to existing domains, e.g.

De�nition[\NxN";NxN = CartesianProdut[N ;N ℄℄

Using this de�nition, we an do omputations in this new domain \NxN"

based on the operations in \the underlying domain N". Aording to the

given de�nition of the artesian produt, we have a prediate \2" and a binary

funtion \+" for objets in the domain \NxN", and we an do omputations

like

Compute[ 2

NxN

[h3; 1i℄; using! De�nition[\NxN"℄℄(1)

N [2℄[3℄ ^ N [2℄[1℄(2)
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A note on the Theorema language: Æ

D

(\an expression D under an operator

Æ") denotes \the operation Æ in the domain D". Internally, the Mathematia

expression representing suh an operation is D[Æ℄. Eah pair of onseutive

displayed formulae (like (1) and (2) above) in the text from here on ontains

Theorema input with the orresponding output of the system (in the sequel,

system in- and output will not be numbered). For doing omputations the

keyword \Compute" is used, i.e. alling the funtion Compute[e℄ omputes

the value of the expression e. A parameter \using ! K" expresses to use

knowledge K for the evaluation of the expression, a parameter \built-in! B"

provides the evaluator some built-in knowledge B. Typially, knowledge that

goes intoK onsists of de�nitions, axioms, propositions, et. given by the user,

whereas B normally ontains knowledge provided by the Theorema system.

Compute[h2; 4i +

NxN

h3; 1i; using! De�nition[\NxN"℄℄

h2+

N

3; 4+

N

1i

Adding knowledge about the operations in N , we get

Compute[ 2

NxN

[h3; 1i℄; using! De�nition[\NxN"℄; built-in! Built-in[\N"℄℄

True

Compute[h2; 4i +

NxN

h3; 1i; using! De�nition[\NxN"℄; built-in! Built-in[\N"℄℄

h5; 5i

We will show in the sequel, how we an build up hierarhies of omputational

domains using this approah, i.e. how omputations an be done in domains

that are built up by funtors. Moreover, as already skethed in [Tomuta 97℄,

we an use the information ontained in a funtor in order to struture proofs,

i.e. the knowledge about the struture of a domain that is onstruted using

funtors an be helpful in proofs in that domain.
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How To Use Funtors in Theorema

In Theorema, we provide two variants of funtors: the �rst variant { the

introdution funtor { is written in an example in the form

Funtor [C; any[a; b; a1; a2; b1; b2℄;

S= h+ : C � C ! Ci

2

C

[ha; bi℄, 2

A

[a℄ ^ 2

B

[b℄ \[D 2℄"

ha1; b1i+

C

ha2; b2i = ha1+

A

a2; b1+

B

b2i \[D+℄"

℄

The \reading instrution" for suh a funtor is as follows:

a domain C; suh that, for any a; b; a1; a2; b1; b2

the signature of C onsists of a funtion + from C � C to C

ha; bi is an element of C i� . . . \label1"

ha1; b1i+

C

ha2; b2i = : : : \label2"

Note that operations in domains onstruted using funtors always arry the

name of the domain as an undersript. In suh a situation, an operation +

C

should be read like \+ in C". This gives the user total ontrol over appliation

of \overloaded operators", sine, whenever \+" is used one has to speify from

whih domain to use the \+". The string labels appearing at the right margin

an be omitted, they are used only as referene to the individual formulae in

the funtor. Suh referenes appear for instane in the trae of a omputation

or in a proof.

The seond variant of a funtor { the extension funtor { an be written

in the form

Funtor [hD; extends[C℄i; any[a1; a2; b1; b2℄;

S= h>: D �D! Ti

ha1; b1i>

D

ha2; b2i , ha2; b2i<

C

ha1; b1i

℄
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where the appropriate \reading instrution" is

a domain D; that extends the domain C suh that, for any a1; a2; b1; b2

the signature of D onsists of a prediate > on D �D

(in addition to the operations in C)

ha1; b1i>

D

ha2; b2i i� : : :

These two variants of a funtor di�er in the fat that the introdution

funtor introdues a new data-struture for representing the elements of the

new domain, whereas the extension funtor uses an already existing data-

struture and extends it by some new operations. Thus, they reet the

two main tehniques for onstruting new domains: introduing a new data-

struture together with a membership prediate and some new operations

on the new data-struture orextending an existing domain by some new op-

erations. Moreover, omparing the atual exeutable text with the informal

reading instrutions, one an see that the representation of mathematial ob-

jets in the Theorema language di�ers only little from what a mathemati-

ian is used to read in a mathematial text. A \funtor expression" (i.e. an

expression of the form \Funtor[: : :℄", we will, however, often all suh an

expression simply \a funtor") is a term in the language of \Theorema ex-

pressions", hene, in a \Theorema standard session" it only makes sense for

a funtor to our inside some \Theorema formal text element", in fat, only

the \De�nition"-environment is apable of handling funtors in an appropri-

ate fashion (see [Buhberger 98℄ for an explanation of the Theorema session

onept and [Windsteiger 99℄ for a survey on Theorema expressions, Theo-

rema formal text elements, and Theorema user-ommands). Thus, a funtor

is typially applied in de�nitions for domain onstrutors like the artesian

produt of two domains A and B :

De�nition[\CartesianProdut"; any[A;B℄;

CartesianProdut[A;B℄ =

Funtor[C; any[a; b; a1; a2; b1; b2℄; : : :℄℄

Following the philosophy of the Theorema standard session, there are no side-

e�ets at the moment of entering the de�nition during a Theorema session,

i.e. the de�nition above is read as one equality for CartesianProdut[A;B℄.

Inspeting the internal representation

2

of this de�nition

De�nition[\CartesianProdut"℄

2

The bullets are used in the internal representation of Theorema expressions as the �rst

letter in the name of a data-struture. Roughly speaking, the de�nition onsists of a label,

a range for free variables, a ondition on the free variables, and a formula list ontaining

labeled formulae.
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�def [\CartesianProdut";

�range[�simpleRange[A℄; �simpleRange[B℄℄; T rue;

�flist[�lf [\";CartesianProdut[A;B℄ =

TM

Funtor[: : :℄℄℄℄

we see that CartesianProdut[A;B℄ is equal to a funtor with the

TM

Funtor[: : :℄

objet ontaining all information given in the funtor. The knowledge repre-

sented by this is

[Dom℄ CartesianProdut[A;B℄ is a funtor (of a ertain struture).

A funtor de�nition, however, impliitely ontains muh more information,

namely an algorithmi de�nition of all operations available in the new domain.

In the example above, this is

[CP2℄ 2

CartesianProdut[A;B℄

[ha; bi℄, : : : (\Membership in CartesianProdut[A;B℄")

[CP+℄ ha1; b1i +

CartesianProdut[A;B℄

ha2; b2i = : : : (\Plus in CartesianProdut[A;B℄")

Unovering this impliit knowledge does not happen immediately, it is

delayed until the moment the de�nition is used in a proof or in a omputation,

where the

TM

Funtor[: : :℄ objet is expanded . In this respet, the proessing of

a funtor and the way the knowledge ontained in a funtor is applied di�ers

drastially from earlier implementations in earlier development stages of the

Theorema system, see [Buhberger 96℄.

2 How Funtors are Proessed in Theorema

Funtors an be used in proving and omputing. Both proving and omputing

are ativities that involve a knowledge base that has to be proessed aord-

ingly, where, in ase of proving, this means to translate the possibly nested

knowledge base into a at list of assumptions (i.e. Theorema formulae), and,

in ase of omputing, this amounts to translate the possibly nested knowledge

base into a at list of Mathematia transformation rules to be applied dur-

ing evaluation. In both ases, the ruial operation is \attening the nested

struture", whih will also be the appropriate plae for expansion of funtors.

There are at least two possibilities how to proess a funtor:

(i) one an adjoin the knowledge about the domain operations ([CP2℄ and

[CP+℄) to the de�nition of the domain ([Dom℄) or

(ii) the knowledge about the domain operations an replae the de�nition of

the domain.

Flattening the nested struture is done as a preproessing step both for proving

and omputing by the Theorema-ommand \FlattenKB"

3

, whih reognizes

3

FlattenKB produes, roughly, an assumption list onsisting of labeled formulae, whih
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an option named \ExpandFuntors". Reeting the possible hoies how to

proess funtors, the values for this option an be either \adjoin" (default) or

\replae".

FlattenKB[De�nition[\CartesianProdut"℄;ExpandFuntors! \adjoin"℄

�asml [�lf [\[D 2℄"; 8

A;B;a;b

(CartesianProdut[A;B℄[2℄[ha; bi℄,

A[2℄[a℄ ^B[2℄[b℄)℄;

�lf [\[D+℄";

8

A;B;a1;a2;b1;b2

(CartesianProdut[A;B℄[+℄[ha1; b1i; ha2; b2i℄ =

hA[+℄[a1; a2℄; B[+℄[b1; b2℄i)℄ ;

�lf

�

\"; 8

A;B

(CartesianProdut[A;B℄ =

TM

Funtor[C; : : :℄)

��

Adjoining the domain operations is the hoie in proving sine in a proof

one an bene�t from the knowledge about the domain struture that an be

extrated from the funtor. Furthermore, we do not only want to prove proper-

ties of the operations in a domain, but we might want to prove properties of an

entire domain itself, e.g. we might want to prove that CartesianProdut[N ; N ℄

is a vetor spae. Moreover, from this list of assumptions one an detet

that CartesianProdut[A;B℄ is a domain onstruted by a funtor, whih

an be used in order to all a speial prover that is designed for proving

properties in funtor-de�ned strutures. Typially, this type of knowledge is

not relevant for omputation, sine neither there is a speial evaluation teh-

nique for operations de�ned by a funtor nor is there the desire to ompute

CartesianProdut[A;B℄. Thus, for omputation we hoose to replae the do-

main de�nition by the domain operations.

FlattenKB[De�nition[\CartesianProdut"℄;ExpandFuntors! \replae"℄

�asml [�lf [\[D 2℄"; 8

A;B;a;b

(CartesianProdut[A;B℄[2℄[ha; bi℄,

A[2℄[a℄ ^B[2℄[b℄)℄ ;

�lf [\[D+℄";

8

A;B;a1;a2;b1;b2

(CartesianProdut[A;B℄[+℄[ha1; b1i; ha2; b2i℄ =

hA[+℄[a1; a2℄; B[+℄[b1; b2℄i)℄℄

Note again, that the domain undersipt of the operator symbols like 2

C

and

ontain a label and a formula.
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+

C

is represented internally as

C

[2℄ and

C

[+℄, respetively. This will work

together neatly with the default evaluation mehanism of Mathematia when

we want to use funtors in a omputational session as well.

3 Examples: System Demonstration

In this setion, we will show, how the onepts desribed above an be used

to built up a hierarhy of domains for doing omputations. As an example,

we use the domain of multivariate polynomials over some oeÆient domain

(a similar example is presented in [Buhberger 99℄). We represent multivari-

ate polynomials as ordered tuples of monomials, where eah monomial is a

pair onsisting of a oeÆient and a power produt. Power produts are rep-

resented as tuples of exponents. The example will show that this approah

ombines the tehniques used in mathematis to elegantly de�ne mathemat-

ial domains by well-known onstrutions with ommon tehniques used in

modern programming environments like overloading, inheritane, et. We

start o� with the rationals, whih will later be used as the oeÆient domain

in the onstrution of the polynomial domain. For deiding membership in

the domain of rationals we use the Theorema-prediate \IsRational" and we

de�ne the arithmeti operations in suh a way that the available operations

provided by Mathematia are used. (Note, however, that some basi domains

like natural numbers, integer numbers, or rational numbers will be provided
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as built-in knowledge in Theorema.)

De�nition[\Basi Rationals";

Basi-Rationals[℄ = Funtor[F; any[; d℄;

S= h0 : F;+ : F � F ! F;� : F ! F;� : F � F ! F; 1 : F; � : F � F ! F;

= : F � F ! F; j : F � F ! T;

>: F � F ! T;�: F � F ! Ti

2

F

[℄, IsRational[℄

0

F

= 0

1

F

= 1

+

F

d = + d

�

F

 = �

�

F

d = � d

 �

F

d =  � d

 =

F

d = =d

 j

F

d, ( 6= 0 _ (d = 0))

>

F

d,  > d

�

F

d, ( 6= 0 ^ (d = 0))

℄℄

Whenever we have an order relation \>" in a domain, we an easily de�ne

\�", \<", \�" in terms of \>". An extension funtor an be used for this
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purpose.

De�nition [\Operator Variants"; any[S℄;

Operator-Variants[S℄ = Funtor [hT; extends[S℄i; any[x; y℄;

S= h�: T � T ! T;�: T � T ! T;�: T � T ! T;

<: T � T ! T;�: T � T ! T;�: T � T ! T;�: T � T ! Ti

x�

T

y , x>

S

y _ x = y

x�

T

y , :(x>

S

y)

x�

T

y , :(x>

S

y _ x = y)

x<

T

y , y >

S

x

x�

T

y , y >

S

x _ x = y

x�

T

y , :y >

S

x

x�

T

y , :y >

S

x _ x = y

℄℄

Now we an onstrut a new domain Q as the rational numbers extended by

the operator variants of \>".

De�nition[\Q";Q = Operator-Variants[Basi-Rationals[℄℄℄

Immediately, we an do some easy omputations in Q using this de�nition as

knowledge base. In a Theorema standard session, this is done as follows:

Compute[2

Q

[3℄; using! De�nition[\Q"℄℄

True

Compute[ 0

Q

; using! De�nition[\Q"℄

0

Compute[2 �

Q

5=3; using! De�nition[\Q"℄℄

10

3

Compute[2>

Q

5=3; using! De�nition[\Q"℄℄

True

Compute[2<

Q

5=3; using! De�nition[\Q"℄℄

11
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False

Compute[2�

Q

2; using! De�nition[\Q"℄℄

False

Next, we de�ne exponent tuples over a domain S of length n. In order to

be used as power produts in the domain of polynomials, we need an order

relation \>" on exponent tuples, furthermore, we de�ne a binary prediate

\j" as \divisibility of exponent tuples".

De�nition [\Exponent Tuples"; any[S; n℄;

Exponent-Tuples[S; n℄ = Funtor [T; any[�e; e; E; F ℄;

S= h1 : T; � : T � T ! T; = : T � T ! T; j : T � T ! T; >: T � T ! Ti

2

T

[h�ei℄, jh�eij = n ^ 8

i=1;:::;n

2

S

[h�ei

i

℄

:2

T

[e℄

1

T

= h 0

S

j

i=1;:::;n

i

E �

T

F = hE

i

+

S

F

i

j

i=1;:::;n

i

E =

T

F = hE

i

�

S

F

i

j

i=1;:::;n

i

E j

T

F , 8

i=1;:::;n

E

i

�

S

F

i

E >

T

F , 9

i=1;:::;n

 

8

j=1;:::;i�1

E

j

= F

j

^ E

i

>

S

F

i

!

℄℄

The domain E from now on denotes the exponent tuples over N of length 4.

De�nition[\E"; E = Exponent-Tuples[N ; 4℄℄

Compute[ 1

E

; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄

h0; 0; 0; 0i

Compute[h0; 1; 2; 11i �

E

h2; 3; 2; 1i; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄
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h2; 4; 4; 12i

Compute[h0; 1; 2; 11i j

E

h2; 3; 2; 1i; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄

False

Compute[h0; 1; 2; 11i j

E

h2; 3; 2; 12i; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄

True

Compute[h0; 1; 2; 11i>

E

h2; 3; 2; 12i; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄

False

Compute[h10; 1; 2; 11i>

E

h2; 3; 2; 12i; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄

True

Compute[h2; 3; 2; 13i>

E

h2; 3; 2; 12i; using! De�nition[\E"℄℄

True

The omputations with \j" and \>" also show the power of the Theorema

language: the de�nitions given with quanti�ers appear as they would be writ-

ten in a mathematial text. However, as long as they have a �nite range they

an be used in omputations immediately. Monomials an now be de�ned as

pairs of a oeÆient and a power produt. For arrying on the example, we

13
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de�ne M to be the domain of monomials over Q and E from above.

De�nition [\Monomials as Pairs"; any[C; P ℄;

MonsP[C; P ℄ = Funtor [M; any[; d; p; q℄;

S= h0 : M;+ : M �M !M;� : M !M; 1 :M; � : M �M !M;

= : T � T ! T; j : T � T ! T; >: T � T ! Ti

2

M

[h; pi℄, 2

C

[℄ ^ 2

P

[p℄

0

M

= h 0

C

; 1

P

i

h; pi+

M

hd; pi = h+

C

d; pi

�

M

h; pi = h�

C

; pi

1

M

= h 1

C

; 1

P

i

h; pi �

M

hd; qi = h �

C

d; p �

P

qi

h; pi =

M

hd; qi = h =

C

d; p =

P

qi

h; pi j

M

hd; qi ,  j

C

d ^ p j

P

q

h; pi>

M

hd; qi , p>

P

q

℄℄

De�nition[\M "; M = MonsP[Q ; E ℄℄

14
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As expeted, we an now ompute with monomials.

Compute[2

M

[h3; h�23; 0ii℄; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

False

Compute[2

M

[h3; h2; 0; 1; 1ii℄; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

True

Compute[h1; h0; 1; 2; 4ii+

M

h1; h1; 2; 2; 4ii; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

h1; h0; 1; 2; 4ii+

M

h1; h1; 2; 2; 4ii

(This is perfetly alright sine only monomials with idential power produts

an be added aording to our de�nition!)

Compute[h1; h0; 1; 2; 4ii+

M

h1; h0; 1; 2; 4ii; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

h2; h0; 1; 2; 4ii

Compute[h34; h17; 2; 0; 1ii�

M

h22; h17; 3; 8; 24ii; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

h748; h34; 5; 8; 25ii

Compute[h34; h17; 2; 0; 1ii j

M

h22; h17; 3; 8; 24ii; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

True

Compute[h34; h17; 2; 0; 1ii>

M

h22; h17; 3; 8; 24ii; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

False

Compute[h22; h17; 3; 8; 24ii>

M

h34; h17; 2; 0; 1ii; using! De�nition[\M "℄℄

True

15
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Finally, we go for polynomials as ordered tuples of monomials. The following

funtor de�nes some basi operations on polynomials

4

:

De�nition[\Polynomials as Ordered Tuples of Monomials"; any[M ℄;

PolyOTM[M ℄ = Funtor [P; any[m;m1; m2; �m;n; �n; p; q℄;

S= h0 : P;+ : P � P ! P;� : P ! P; � : P � P ! P; 1 : P;>: P � P ! Ti

2

P

[hi℄

2

P

[hmi℄, 2

M

[m℄ ^m 6= 0

M

2

P

[hm1; m2; �mi℄, 2

M

[m1℄ ^m1 6= 0

M

^m1>

M

m2 ^ 2

P

[hm2; �mi℄

0

P

= hi

hi+

P

q = q

p+

P

hi = p

hm; �mi+

P

hn; �ni =

k m ^ (h �mi+

P

hn; �ni)(= m>

M

n;

n ^ (hm; �mi+

P

h�ni)(= n>

M

m;

where

"

s = m+

M

n; k s ^ (h �mi+

P

h�ni)(= s 6= 0

M

; h �mi+

P

h�ni k

#

k

.

.

. (to be ontinued)

℄℄

4

The expression k e

1

(= 

1

; : : : ; e

n

(= 

n

k denotes a ase distintion: if 

1

then e

1

, else

if . . . , else if 

n

then e

n

. In the last alternative, the ondition an be ommitted, in whih

ase True is assumed. e ^ t prepends e to the tuple t, i.e. e ^ ht

1

; : : : ; t

n

i := he; t

1

; : : : ; t

n

i

16
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.

.

. (ontinuation)

�

P

hi = hi

�

P

hm; �mi = �

M

m ^ �

P

h �mi

1

P

= h 1

M

i

hi �

P

q = hi

p �

P

hi = hi

hm; �mi �

P

hn; �ni = where

"

mn = m �

M

n; r = hmi �

P

h�ni+

P

h �mi �

P

hn; �ni;

k mn ^ r ( mn 6= 0

M

; r k

#

:

 

hi>

P

p

!

hm; �mi>

P

hi

hm; �mi>

P

hn; �ni , m>

M

n _ (m = n ^ h �mi>

P

h�ni)

De�nition[\P";P = PolyOTM[M ℄℄

Compute[hh1; h2; 0; 1; 3iii+

P

hh3; h2; 0; 1; 3iii; using! De�nition[\P"℄℄

hh4; h2; 0; 1; 3iii

Compute[2

P

[hh4; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄; using! De�nition[\P"℄℄

True

Compute[hh1; h2; 0; 1; 3iii+

P

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3iii; using! De�nition[\P"℄℄

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h1; h2; 0; 1; 3iii

17
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(From now on, we omit the spei�ation of the used knowledge, sine it does

not hange anymore.)

Compute[hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h1; h2; 0; 1; 3iii+

P

hh3; h2; 1; 1; 0ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h3; h2; 1; 1; 0ii; h13; h2; 0; 1; 3iii

Compute[hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h1; h2; 0; 1; 3iii>

P

hh3; h2; 1; 1; 0ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

True

Compute[hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h1; h2; 0; 1; 3iii>

P

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

False

Compute[hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h1; h2; 0; 1; 4iii>

P

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

True

Compute[ 0

P

>

P

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

False

Compute[ 0

P

<

P

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

hi <

PolyOTM[MonsP[Operator-Variants[Basi-Rationals[℄℄,

Exponent-Tuples[N,4℄℄℄

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii

Clear, we have no \<" in the domain P, but we an get one if we extend the

domain by the operator variants of \>".

Compute[ 0

P

<

Operator-Variants[P℄

hh3; h3; 0; 1; 3ii; h12; h2; 0; 1; 3iii℄

True

4 Conlusion

Theorema funtors provide a way to de�ne new domains in an elegant way.

In fat, a funtor desribes how to onstrut a new domain from zero or more

given domains. The elegane of this onept lies in the ombination of math-

ematial style used in the de�nitions ontained in the funtor (quanti�ers,

logial onnetives, et.) and { at the same time { immediate exeutabil-

ity of those operations in the new domain, that are given in an algorithmi

way. Compared to objet-oriented programming languages, the funtor on-

ept is very similar to the \lass template" onept of C++, whih desribe

parametrized lasses. The funtor de�nition desribes the onstrution of a

new domain as muh as a lass template de�nition desribes the onstrution

of a new lass. On the other hand, appliation of a funtor atually onstruts

a new domain just like a new lass is generated from a lass template as soon
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as the template is instaniated. Whereas instaniation of templates is done at

ompile-time the evaluation of operations de�ned by funtors is done at run-

time. Even more, in order to have more ontrol over evaluation we employ

our own evaluation mehanism written in the Mathematia language instead

of using Mathematia's built-in evaluator. Due to this, we have enourmous

omputation times for omparably trivial operations as soon as domains are

deply nested. However, for tutorial purposes the Theorema funtors an be

used niely to show \how mathematis works". For the future, a ompiler for

parts of the Theorema language is planned, whih an help to speed up suh

omputations signi�antly.
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